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NatureIT
Are you fed up with the extensive paperwork when administrating fishing permits, hunting, forest services, trails
and accommodation? Try our effective cloud service NatureIT, which digitally helps you manage sales,
administration and follow-up of these services.

Introduction
Are you fed up with the extensive paperwork when administrating fishing permits, hunting, forest
services, trails and accommodation? Try our effective cloud service NatureIT which digitally helps you
manage sales, administration and follow-up of these and similar services.

Why NatureIT?
As an administrator, you do not have to do the extensive and time-consuming paperwork. Your
customers get a clear overview with the built-in map function and can easily via mobile phone or
computer obtain his/her permit or other service, instead of as of today drive tens of kilometers to
get your permit.

This is how it works:
We connect our administrative system to your current website, or if you choose, you use solely
NatureIT as sales channel. Via our system you manage your sales over the Internet,
administration, and monitoring using data and statistics that the system stores. Via the map
drawing feature, you can easily plot your activity areas such as fishing or hunting areas. If
necessary, we adapt your site. Your customers can buy their permit such as a trail-license via
computer or mobile. For hunting and fishing, they can then report back to the system via their
mobile phone or computer. https://www.natureit.se/node/3444

NatureIT turns to:
Authorities, administrations, real estate and land owners, organizations and commercial actors
that sell and administer services such as hunting, fishing, forest service, land and similar.

Payment:
You pay via a monthly fee, no setup fees. Your customers are paying over the Internet directly to
you.

About Cybercom:

Contact

The Cybercom Group is an IT consultancy business that offers
global delivery capability of local as well international
business.

For more information, please contact

Cybercom is an established supplier of solutions in the
internet and mobile services, security, embedded systems,
and telecom management.
Thanks to the broad business knowledge and experience,
Cybercom can offer strategic and technical expertise in
telecom, industry, media, public sector, banking and finance.
Cybercom's operations have a strong platform in the Nordic
and its presence in Eastern Europe, Asia and the USA. With
25 offices in 10 countries Cybercom undertake assignments
throughout the world. Cybercom was founded in 1995 and is
since 1999 listed on the Nasdaq OMX Nordic.
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